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Abstrat
Our purpose is to reast KK model in terms of ADM variables. We examine and solve
the problem of the onsisteny of this approah, with partiular are about the role
of the ylindriity hypothesis. We show in details how the KK redution ommutes
with the ADM sliing proedure and how this leads to a well dened and unique ADM
reformulation. This allows us to onsider the hamiltonian formulation of the model and
an be the rst step for the Ashtekar reformulation of the KK sheme. Moreover we
show how the time omponent of the gauge vetor arises naturally from the geometrial
onstraints of the dynamis; this is a positive hek for the autoonsisteny of the KK
theory and for an hamiltonian desription of the dynamis whih wants to take into
aount the ompatiation senario: this result enfores the physial meaning of KK
model.
1 Introdution
Apart from mathematial diulties, the main task in the researh of a uniation the-
ory is to go beyond the oneptual dierene we have between gravitation and other
fundamental interations. In the rst ase, General Relativity provides a spae-time
geometrial piture of the interation, while in the other ases uniation is ahieved
within the Yang-Mills sheme by the gauge piture. Several paths of researh attempt to
go over this "gauge-geometry" dualism. A rst way is to searh a suitable reformulation
of the General Relativity's dynamis in order to reast gravitational eld like a gauge
one; a valuable example of this path is the reformulation in terms of "Ashtekar variables"
(whih leads to loop quantum gravity), that allow us to have a model of gravitation with
the symmetry of the SU(2) group, via the use of the 4-bein formalism and the spae-
time sliing of the metris. A seond way is to onsider extra-dimensional theories; by
the presene of extra degrees of freedom it's possible to have a desription of gravita-
tion and others elds in a geometrial unied piture. The idea of multi-dimensions is
the basi statement of Kaluza-Klein shemes and it's also ommon in String and Su-
pergravity theories. In this work we want to pik up two fundamentals statements of
these approahes and to take them into aount in the same sheme: the need to make
a spae-time splitting, in order to have a well-dened time variables, and the idea of
the dimensional extension of the general relativity. Our purpose is to onsider the 5-D
Kaluza-Klein model and its reformulation in terms of ADM variables.
The original KK model was presented in 1921 ([1℄) and 1926 ([2℄,[3℄) and suesively
developed by Jordan[4℄ and Thirry[5℄; it unied gravitational and eletromagneti eld
in a ve-dimensional model. Atually, the great suess of these theories (and the reason
of their full development) relies on the formulation of non-Abelian gauge theories, via the
geometrization of the Yang-Mills elds ([6℄,[7℄,[8℄,[9℄). The ADM splitting ([10℄) onsists
in the reformulation of the dynamis in terms of variables with well-dened properties
of transformations under pure spatial dieomorphisms and it's required when we want
to onsider the hamiltonian formulation of the dynamis ([11℄,[12℄).
As a rst objetive, the ADM reasting of KK model allows us to onsider the hamilto-
nian formulation of the KK dynamis and its anonial quantization in a sheme similar
to the Wheeler-DeWitt one. As a seond objetive this work ould be viewed as a rst
step in the Ashtekar reformulation of the KK model. Third, as we'll see in more details,
in our task we have to hek the onsisteny of ADM splitting as far as the KK model is
onerned. Indeed, the prize we have to pay in order to ahieve the physial meaning of
the KK sheme is the breaking of the 5-D invariane of the theory and this ould be not
onsistent with the hypotheses on whih ADM splitting is onstruted. Furthermore,
in our ADM deomposition we have to onsider the gauge (eletromagneti)-eld that
appears in our dynamis; it appears proper to request that the time omponent of this
eld ome from the Lagrange multipliers of the model (that are usually revealed by the
ADM reformulation), as it happens, for instane, in Supergravity, and as it must be,
indeed, if we want to reprodue orretly ordinary eletrodynamis. Atually, this kind
of hek represents a striking analysis of the onsisteny of KK model itself, and this is,
indeed, the main part of this work. We'll prove in details that ADM deomposition is
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onsistent with the KK redution and we'll see that the time omponent of the gauge
eld is orretly related to the hamiltonian onstraints due to dieomorphism invariane.
In the next setion we'll present a short review of the KK 5-D model and the ADM
splitting proedure; results we'll show are known in literature, so we'll only want to stress
some features of interest for the development of our work. In more detail, about KK
model we'll stress how the gauge invariane for eletromagneti eld arises as a partiular
ase of dieomorphism invariane and we'll emphasize how the restritive hypotheses of
KK model provide a break of the 5-D Poinaré group; as far as the ADM splitting is
onerned we'll be interested in to see why the hamiltonian formulation require a spae-
time sliing and how this formulation reveals the existene of a hamiltonian onstrained
dynamis. In setion (3) the real work starts: we'll fae the problem to reast KK
model in ADM variables; as told before we'll examine the mathematial and physial
onsisteny of this approah by studying in details the resulting metris and dynamis.
One proved the onsisteny of our proedure, in setion (4), we'll investigate the role
of the ylindriity ondition. Finally, in the last setion we summarize our results and
take a look of the perspetives of this work.
2 Basi Statement
2.1 Kaluza-Klein splitting
In the KK 5-D model (also alled Abelian model), we onsider a urved manifold that is
a diret produt M4 ⊗ S1, where M4 is the ordinary spae-time and S1 is a spae-like
loop. The dynamis is linked to the 15 degrees of freedom of the metri tensor and to
the 5-D ation:
ds(5) = JABdx
AdxB A,B = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5
S = − 1
16πG(5)
∫
d5x
√
J 5R
We notie that we employ the historial notation, whih emphasizes the role of the fth
dimension. We impose two onditions:
• All omponents of the metris are independent on the extra oordinate x5 (ylin-
driity ondition)
• The J55 omponent of the metris is a salar.
Clearly these onditions break, in the 5-D ambient, the invariane of the dynamis under
generi dieomorphism and at the same time we lose the holding of the equivalene
priniple. This is known in literature as a "spontaneous ompatiation senario"
([13℄). Indeed we have to onsider a restrition of allowable dieomorphisms in our
theory: the proper lass under whih the dynamis dened by the above onditions is
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unhanged is set as follows (we'll denote these as KK dieomorphism):
x5 = x5
′
+ ekΨ(xµ
′
)
xµ = xµ(xν
′
)
(1)
where Ψ is a salar funtions and ek an appropriate dimensional onstant (ek =
√
4G
c2
).
As we an see the transformations for the ordinary spae-time are free, and this allow us
to restore general relativity, while for the extra dimension we only admit translations.
This symmetry breaking is prinipally due to the ylindriity onditions, whih sets the
existene of a partiular killing vetor, i.e. (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), or, in other words, sets the
existene of a preferred diretion in the 5-D spae. However,it is only by this breaking
that we an take into aount at the same time the gravitational eld and a gauge
eld like the eletromagneti one. In fat, the redution of the allowable transformation
allows us to onsider the following reformulation of the 5-D metri tensor:
J55 = −φ2
J5µ = −φ2(ek)Aµ µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3
Jµν = gµν − φ2AµAν
(2)
In these formulas , respet to KK dieomorphisms, φ is a salar eld, gµν is a 4-D tensor
and represents the ordinary 4-D metri tensor, and Aµ transforms in the following way:
A′µ = Aν
∂xν
∂xµ
′
+
∂Ψ
∂xµ
′
So Aµ is a 4-d vetor ontaining an additional gauge-part. For translations along the
fth dimension, Aµ only transforms like a gauge vetor in a at spae, while for ordinary
spae-time dieomorphism transforms like a 4-D vetor in a urved manifold. This
shows how the gauge invariane is a partiular ase of the more general invariane
for dieomorphism. Finally, we have to examine the ation that is naturally split in
onsequene of the metris redution. Aording to the above reformulation (2) we have
the following splitting of the 5-D urvature salar:
5R = R +
2
φ
gµν∇µ∂νφ+ 1
4
(ek)2φ2FµνF
µν
(3)
where R is the usual urvature salar and Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. Now we an put this
expression in the 5-D ation and use the hypothesis of losed extra-dimension and ylin-
driity ondition to make a dimensional redution. We an integrate over dx5 and dene
the usual onstant G as follows:
1
16πG
=
1
16πG(5)
∫
dx5
Finally, by observing that we have
√
J = φ
√−g, after KK splitting the ation reads:
S = − 1
16πG
∫
d4x
√−g (φR+ 2∇µ∂νφ+ 1
4
(ek)2φ3FµνF
µν) (4)
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Hene our model desribes the oupling of the gravitation eld with a gauge eld that
we interpret as the eletromagneti one plus a salar eld φ. The whole dynamis
is invariant under KK dieomorphisms or, it's the same, under spae-time dieomor-
phisms plus a gauge eld transformation. If the salar eld were set as a onstant (as
an additional hypothesis of the theory), the above ation would reprodue exatly the
Einstein-Maxwell theory. However we an admit this eld in the model by simply re-
quiring that, at least at the present osmologial era, φ be quasi-stati, so that its eet
would be unobservable. In the original theory φ was taken as onstant, but in modern
researhes its presene is allowed in the model and it an be viewed as a massless boson
of zero spin eld ([6℄,[8℄,[14℄). In any ase, regardless of φ, holds the most valuable
feature that, we repeat , gauge-invariane is ruled out as a partiular ase of the most
general dieomorphism invariane, as a onsequene of the symmetry breaking in the
5-D ambient.
2.2 Rules of ADM splitting
Now, for sake of simpliity, we'll examine the rules of ADM splitting for a 4-D manifold
(i.e. the usual spae-time) but they an be easily extended for every number of dimen-
sions. So let's onsider a M4 manifold, with tensor metri gµν and internal oordinates
uµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3). At a xed time we an identify a spatial 3-D hypersurfae Σ3 by
a parameterization like uµ = uµ(xi) where xi (i = 1, 2, 3) dene loal oordinates on
Σ3 ([12℄,[15℄,[16℄). The possibility to identify always suh a hypersurfae is due to a
theorem of Geroh[17℄ that holds for homogeneous and isotropi manifold of hyperboli
signature. By denition of spatial hypersurfae the three tangent vetors e
µ
i (e
µ
i =
∂uµ
∂xi
)
and the normal vetor ηµ must satisfy the following orthogonal and ompleteness ([18℄)
relations: 
ηµηνgµν = 1
ηµeνi gµν = 0
e
µ
i e
ν
j gµν = −ϑij
(5)
ηµην − ϑijeµi eνj = gµν (6)
Clearly ϑij is positive dened and represents the indued metris on the spatial manifold.
Now we an dene x0 as a time parameter and assoiate to every value of x0 a dierent
spatial manifold; then let x0 vary with ontinuity: we get a family of hypersurfaes
dened by the general parameterization
uµ = uµ(xi; x0) (7)
that represents a omplete transformation of oordinates. The "time-deformation" ve-
tor e
µ
0 =
∂uµ
∂xo
links points with same spatial oordinates on two surfaes separated by an
innitesimal distane dx0. By ompleteness this vetor an be expressed in terms of the
tangent and normal vetor as follows
e
µ
0 = Nη
µ + Sieµi (8)
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The omponents of the time deformation vetor in this piture are alled respetively
Lapse and Shift funtions and play a fundamental role in the ADM splitting. Finally,
by using (8) and (5), we an reast the tensor metri aording to the dieomorphism
(7) and we get
gµν ⇒
 N
2 − ϑijSiSj −ϑijSj
−ϑijSj −ϑij
 (9)
We an onsider also the splitting for the inverse metris:
gµν ⇒

1
N2
− Si
N2
− Si
N2
SiSj
N2
− ϑij
 i, j = 1, 2, 3 (10)
It an be shown that N, Si, ϑij , are respetively salar, vetor and tensor under pure
spatial dieomorphisms and this is, indeed, the most important feature of this piture.
This is known as the ADM splitting of the metris, and it shows how we an redene the
ten degrees of freedom of the metris gµν in terms of objets with well-dened properties
of transformation under spatial dieomorphisms.
The advantage of the ADM splitting is lear when we onsider the hamiltonian formu-
lation of the dynamis. In fat, a remarkable feature of the Einstein-Hilbert ation is the
presene of seond time-derivatives of the metris. This does not aet the lagrangian
formulation that leads to Einstein's equation beause , in the variational alulus, the
term ontaining seond time-derivatives is only a global surfae term, not really dynami,
but it is a problem in the hamiltonian approah, when we have to alulate onjugates
momenta of the metris. So we need a method to identify , in the hamiltonian approah,
the non dynami part of the ation. This is provided by the ADM splitting; the dier-
ene between the two approahes relies in the properties of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
under transformation of oordinates. While the former is manifestly ovariant, the lat-
ter is ovariant only for pure spatial transformations (due to denition of onjugates
momenta in terms of rst time derivatives); so we need to reast our degrees of freedom
in order to identify orretly spatial or temporal objets, and this is obtained by ADM
splitting.
Now, if we want to to onsider the E-H ation in terms of ADM variables we need
the splitting of the urvature salar. This is gained by the Gauss-Codai formula (that
omes from the splitting of Riemann tensor aording to (9) ([18℄,[19℄,[15℄):
R = (K2 −KijKij − 3R) + 2∇ν(ηµ∇µην − ηνK) (11)
In this formula
3R is the urvature salar related to the spatial hypersurfae (depending
only on ϑij and its spatial derivatives) and Kij is the extrinsi urvature. We have:
Kij =
1
2N
(DiSj +DjSi − ∂0ϑij) (12)
whereDi is the ovariant derivative dened on the spatial surfae (then is ϑij-ompatible).
The lowering/raising that appears in Kij, in its trae K, and in Ni is of ourse made by
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ϑij . The other term that appears in Gauss-Codai is not yet expressed in ADM variables
but it doesn't matter beause, when onsidering the ation, it beomes a global surfae
term. Finally, by observing that we have
√−g = N√ϑ, we an give an expression for
the Lagrangian in ADM variables:
L = bN
√
ϑ(K2 −KijKij − 3R) + S.T. (13)
where b = − 1
16piG
. As we an see , now the time derivative appears only at rst order ,
so we an easily ompute the onjugate momenta. Moreover, we have no time derivative
for Lapse and Shift funtions; this means that they are not true dynamial variables and
that the real dynamis is arried out only by the six degrees of freedom of the spatial
metris ϑij . So for the onjugate momenta (π and π
i
for N, Si and π
ij
for ϑij ) and their
inverse relations we have: 
πij = −b√ϑ(Kϑij −Kij)
ϑ˙ij = (DiSj +DjSi)− 2NKij
π ≡ πi ≡ 0
(14)
It an be shown that we an put the Hamiltonian in the following form:
H = NHN + SiH
i
(15)
HN andH i, respetively alled Super-hamiltonian and Super-momenta, does not depend
on the Lapse or Shift funtions, as we an see by their expliitly expressions:
HN = −1
b
Gijklπ
ijπkl + b
√
ϑ3R
H i = −2Djπij
(16)
Gijkl is alled Supermetris and have the following expression:
Gijkl =
1
2
√
ϑ
(ϑikϑjl + ϑilϑjk − ϑijϑkl)
Hene, from a mathematial point of view, the ADM splitting allows us to avoid the
problem of seond time derivatives. Furthermore it shows a remarkable struture of the
dynamis. Conjugate momenta to Lapse and Shift are identially zero and so their time
derivatives vanish; so , by examining the Poisson's brakets we an see that the dynamis
is onstrained by the following relations:
HN ≡ H i ≡ 0
Then N and Si play a role as lagrangian multipliers. This is a diret onsequene of
dieomorphism invariane of theory and is , indeed, the most interesting feature shown
by ADM splitting (from the point of view of lassial dynamis). Let's talk now about
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anonial quantization; it an be shown that, lassially, the dynamis an be desribed
simply by the rst of these onstrained equations; so, in order to have quantum dynamis
we have to upgrade this equation to a quantum one, replaing onjugates momenta with
appropriate derivatives operators. We have suh an equation (Wheeler-DeWitt) ([20℄) :
HˆNΨ = 0
Unfortunately, as an eet of the onstraints, the equation we found is not evolutionary
so its interpretation is not quite simple ([21℄,[22℄,[23℄,[15℄). The real problem is the
meaning of time at quantum level and this is, indeed, still a matter of debate. A valuable
approah to the WdW equation is its reformulation in terms of Ashtekar variables that
lead to loop quantum gravity; another possible way is to onsider the introdution of
matter terms, from whih we are able to obtain an unfrozen formalism ([24℄,[25℄,[26℄,[27℄).
3 ADM Approah to Kaluza-Klein Model
Let's do some preliminaries observations. While from a physial point of view KK redu-
tion and ADM reformulation have a dierent meaning, however, from a mathematial
point of view they both onsist in a splitting of the metris. Then, the ADM reformula-
tion of KK model relies in performing these two splittings starting from a 5-D manifold.
At a rst glane it seems that we only have to impose KK onditions and develop the
ADM proedure taking into aount the extra (spae-like) dimension. Clearly, we have
two ways, depending on whih kind of splitting, KK or ADM, we want to perform as
rst step. It's useful to examine what we have to expet from these proedures. Let's
suppose to impose KK ondition rst ; this leads to usual KK model, as we've seen.
Now we an perform the usual (3+ 1) ADM splitting of the 4-D metris we have in this
model and of the gauge-vetor. However, in this way the spae-time sliing is not om-
plete beause the extra dimension is not inluded in the splitting. Then let's do as rst
the ADM splitting; this orresponds to a (4+1) splitting and leads us to a 4-D spatial
metris, whih take into aount the extra dimension and to four Shift funtions; one
of them is again related to the extra dimension. As a seond step of this proedure we
impose the KK ondition and examine the KK redution of the spatial metris. By this
proedure we nd only a 3-D spatial gauge-vetor and the dynamis laks an expliit
time omponent for the gauge vetor , so we annot be sure that this proedure, where
the spae-time sliing is omplete, restores the orret KK model. Hene, we meet the
real problems. First: are these two proedures equivalent ? Or, in other words, does
KK redution ommute with ADM splitting ? Although this ould appear only as a
mathematial problem the question is not without physial relevane. In fat , as we've
stressed in setion (2) KK redution implies a breaking in the symmetry of the 5-D
spae ; so this ould be not onsistent with the hypotheses on whih ADM splitting is
onstruted and the two proedures ould lead to dierent dynamis. Seond: it seems
that both proedures lead to some unsatisfatory features. Hene, what is really in
trial now is the whole onsisteny of the appliation of ADM splitting to KK model or,
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more stritly,. the onsisteny of KK model itself. Now we'll examine in details the two
proedures, starting with the splitting of the metris.
3.1 KK-ADM metris
Let's onsider a 5-D tensor metri JAB (A,B=0,1,2,3,5). As seen in setion (2) (eq. 2)
after KK redution the metris reads as follows:
JAB ⇒

gµν − φ2(ek)2AµAν −φ2(ek)Aµ
−φ2(ek)Aµ −φ2

We have now to reast gµν and Aµ in terms of ADM variables. For the spae-time metris
this is easily done by using (9), so now we are about the gauge vetor. We have to notie
that generally speaking the spatial omponents of any tensor don't orrespond exatly
to the orret spatial part of the tensor itself; the equivalene holds, as we'll see, only in
the ovariant omponent piture. Indeed, for a spatial vetor
3Ai , dened on the spatial
surfae, we have
3Ai = ϑij3Aj, whereas for the spatial omponents of a generi vetor
we have Ai = giµAµ and so these omponents depend also on A0 and on Shift funtions;
this means that although {Ai} is a spatial vetor (i.e.the omponents Ai transform like
a vetor under pure spatial dieomorphisms), it is not the omplete spatial part of the
vetor itself (the exat equivalene hold only when the time deformation vetor is normal
to the surfae, i.e. a synhronous referene) The most general way to split any vetor
or tensor aording to ADM rules is to use the projetion tensor, impliitly dened by
the ompleteness relation (6) 
ηµην + qµν = gµν
qµν = −ϑijeµi eνj
(17)
It's lear that qµν ats as a projetor on the spatial hypersurfae and the spatial metris
itself is simply the projetion tensor reast in the spatial oordinates ([18℄). Thus, given
a generi vetor Bµ we an immediately obtain its spatial part A
µ
Σ3 (i.e. ηµA
µ
Σ3 ≡ 0)
from its ontration with the projetion tensor:
A
µ
Σ3 = q
µ
νA
ν
Then, in order to perform the ADM splitting we only have to reast the spatial part of
the vetor in the spatial 's oordinates piture; we have:
3Ai = ∂x
i
∂uµ
A
µ
Σ3
3Ai =
∂uµ
∂xi
gµνA
ν
Σ3 =
∂uµ
∂xi
Aµ = Ai
(18)
The equivalene that arises from the seond of these relations is due to the denition of
tensor projetion itself and to the orthogonal relations (5). Also, from the rst of (18),
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we ould show the following:
A0 = 1
N2
(A0 − 3AiSi)
Ai = −3Ai − SiA0
i, j = 1, 2, 3 (19)
We an obtain the same result by simply onsidering a generi vetor in ovariant piture
and its ontration with the inverse metris gµν reast in term of ADM variables (see
10).
Now let's turn to our task: using (9) and observing that we are dealing with a gauge-
vetor in a ovariant piture, we have the nal splitting of the metris :
JAB ⇒
N2 − SiSi − (ek)2φ2A20 −Si − (ek)2φ2A0Ai −ekφ2A0
−Si − (ek)2φ2A0Ai −ϑij − (ek)2φ2AiAj −ekφ2Ai
−ekφ2A0 −ekφ2Ai −φ2

(20)
where Ai =
3Ai. What about transformation rules? Transformations we are interested
in are pure spatial KK dieomorphism:
x4 = x4
′
+ ekΨ(xi
′
)
x0 = x0
′
xi = xi(xi
′
)
i, j = 1, 2, 3 (21)
N ,Si and ϑij ome from gµν that is a tensor without gauge omponent, so they are
salar, vetor and tensor. Aµ presents a gauge-omponent, and so Ai does, while for
pure spatial transformations A0 is a salar.
A0
′ = A0
Ai
′ = Aj
∂xj
∂xi
′ + ∂Ψ
∂xi
′ (Ai =
3Ai)
Si
′ = Sj
∂xj
∂xi
′
i, j = 1, 2, 3 (22)
Let's examine also the inverse metris: the KK redution for the inverse metris gives,
as it an be easily veried by a diret alulus from (2), the result
JAB ⇒

gµν −ekAµ
−ekAµ (ek)2AµAµ − 1φ2
 µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3
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where Aµ = gµνAν . Applying the ADM splitting, aording to (10) we nally get:
JAB ⇒

1
N2
− Si
N2
−ekA0
− Si
N2
SiSj
N2
− ϑij −ekAi
−ekA0 −ekAi (ek)2(N2A02 −AiAjϑij)− 1φ2

(23)
where now Ai and A0 are given by (19). But now we have to notie that, aording to
(19), A0 is not a salar and Ai not a gauge-vetor. We have:
A0
′
= A0 − Si
N2
∂Ψ
∂xi
Ai
′
= Aj ∂x
i′
∂xj
+ ∂x
i′
∂xj
(S
iSk
N2
− ϑjk) ∂Ψ
∂xj
(Ai 6= 3Ai)
Si
′
= Sj ∂x
i′
∂xj
i, j = 1, 2, 3 (24)
It' s now lear, from the step we've followed , that the spae-time sliing is not omplete
beause we don't take into aount the extra-dimension; we only have performed the
splitting of the ordinary 4-D spae-time and of the 4-D gauge vetor; in other words we
only have dened a 3-d spatial hypersurfae , not inluding the extra dimension . As
we'll see, this will involve seond time derivatives in the lagrangian formulation of the
dynamis. However, before studying the Lagrangian, we'll see the metris that arises
from the other proedure.
3.2 ADM-KK metris
Now we start with a (4 + 1) ADM splitting of the 5-D metri tensor. So we split our
manifold in a diret produt of a 4-d spatial manifold , inluding extra dimension, and
of a one dimensional time-like manifold. Thus we get a 4-D spatial metris hßJˆ and four
Shift funtions (Nß).
JAB ⇒
 N
2 −NßNß −Nß
−Nß −hßJˆ
 ß, Jˆ = 1, 2, 3, 5 (25)
The next step is to examine the eets of KK redution. Allowable (spatial) dieomor-
phisms are simply: 
x5 = x5
′
+ ekΨ(xi
′
)
xi = xi(xi
′
)
i, j = 1, 2, 3 (26)
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Spatial metris (positively dened) is split in a similar way to the omplete 5-D metris
(2) , with only a signature hange:
h55 = φ
2
h5i = φ
2(ek)Ai
hij = ϑij + φ
2(ek)2AiAj
i, j = 1, 2, 3 (27)
In the above formulas φ is still a salar eld , Ai is a 3-D spatial gauge vetor and ϑij
is the 3-D spatial metris. It's also useful to examine the 4-bein piture of this metris,
whih indeed, is similar (exerpt for the dimension) to the usual KK basis set:
e
(5)
ß = φ(ekAi, 1)
e
(j)
ß = (u
(j)
i , 0)
(28)

eß(5) = (0, 0, 0,
1
φ
)
eß(j) = (u
i
(j),−ekAiui(j))
(29)
(ß), (Jˆ) = (1), (2), (3), (5) (i), (j) = (1), (2), (3)
ß, Jˆ = 1, 2, 3, 5
i, j = 1, 2, 3
Clearly ui(j) and its inverse dene the 3-D spatial metris ϑij and have no gauge ompo-
nents in its transformation rules. Finally, we have:
• splitting ADM-KK

N2 − hßJˆNßN Jˆ −Ni −N5
−Ni −ϑij − (ek)2φ2AiAj −ekφ2Ai
−N5 −ekφ2Ai −φ2

(30)
where expliitly results
hßJˆN
ßN Jˆ = (φN5)2 + 2ekφ2AiN
iN5 + ϑijN
iN j + (ek)2φ2AiAjN
iN j
In a same way we an also obtain the AD-KK splitting for the inverse metris and
we have:
• splitting ADM-KK inverse metris
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
1
N2
−N i
N2
−N5
N2
−N i
N2
−ϑij − N iNj
N2
N iN5
N2
+ ekAjϑ
ij
−N5
N2
N iN5
N2
+ ekAjϑ
ij N5
2
N2
− 1
φ2
− (ek)2AiAjϑij

(31)
The most evident feature of this proedure is , as we've announed, that this piture
laks an expliit time omponent for the gauge vetor. However, it has to be said, our
analysis of the eets of KK onditions is not yet nished. In fat the ontrovariant
omponents Nß that appear in the inverse metris are still linked to ovariant ones by
the 4-D metris hßJˆ as it arises from the (4 + 1) splitting of the inverse metris. So we
need to identify the orret 3-D spatial part of Shift funtions whose indexes must be
lowered/raised with the 3-D spatial metris ϑij that is the only metris we have to take
into aount after KK splitting.
In order to solve this problem let us onsider the Shift funtions before the symmetry
breaking. Nß and N
ß
transform as 4-D spatial vetor. By imposing the KK restrition
we have the following transformation rules:
Ni
′ = ekN5
∂Ψ
∂xi
′ +Nj
∂xj
∂xi
′
N5
′ = N5
(32)

N i
′
= N j ∂x
i′
∂xj
N5
′
= N5 − ekN j ∂Ψ
∂xj
(33)
Then we see that N5 is a salar and N
i
a vetor, while in the other omponents appear
gauge-terms that must be related to a dependene on the gauge-vetor. In order to
examine in more details the struture of the Shift funtions, we an express them in the
4-bein piture. It results: 
N5 = N(5)φ
Ni = N(l)u
(l)
i + ekN5Ai
(34)

N5 = N
(5)
φ
− ekAiN (l)ui(l)
N i = N (l)ui(l)
(35)
This piture learly agrees with the transformation rules, but, it also reveals how Shift
funtions ontains a gravitational (pure vetorial) part and a gauge one. We dene as
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Si the vetorial part of Ni, and by its denition we have S
i = ϑijSj, so we an rewrite:
N5 = N(5)φ
Ni = Si + ekN4Ai
(36)

N5 = N
(5)
φ
− ekAiSi
N i = Si
(37)
Now we make a omparison between the ADM-KK and KK-ADM metris, for the
elements J05 and J0i. If the metris are equivalent, the following expression must be
satised. 
Ni = Si + (ek)
2φ2A0Ai
N5 = ekφ
2A0
i = 1, 2, 3 (38)
This suggests to dene A0 in terms of N5 as in the seond equation. Is this denition
aeptable ? Indeed, the seond members of these equations verify the transformations
rules (32), as we an see by (22) and also the 4-bein struture. Moreover they lead
also to an equivalene for the J00 omponent of the metris, so the (38), that we label
"onversion formulas" appear orret. Then, if we aept as true the (38) we an say
that vetorial part of Ni orresponds to the 3-D Shift vetor and we are able to identify
a time-omponent for the gauge-vetor. However, we have to be sure , in dening a
4-d gauge vetor, that the (38) onversion formulas rebuild the partiular relationships
whih link ovariant and ontrovariant omponents, as we have seen in ADM splitting
(see eq. 19). So, we need to examine the inverse metris too. By omparison of the J05
and J0i elements of the ADM-KK and KK-ADM metris, we nd the requirement:
ekA0 =
N5
N2
(39)
− ekAi = N
iN5
N2
+ ek3Ai i = 1, 2, 3 (40)
By using these equations with (38),(36), (37) we nd:
A0 =
1
N2
(A0 − SiAi) (41)
Ai = −SiA0 − 3Ai (42)
Hene, onversion formulas rebuild exatly the ADM formulas for the splitting of a
vetor. Moreover, it an be shown that onversion formulas lead to the equivalene of
all others elements of the metris.
So, also in ADM-KK proedure ( that is the one with omplete spae-time separation
) we an rebuild a 4-D gauge vetor. From a mathematial point of view we an say that
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the two metris gained with the ADM-KK and KK-ADM proedure are equivalent; at
the same way, from this point of view, onversion formulas shows how, by KK ondition,
the 4-D Shift vetor is split into a pure vetorial part and in a gauge one. It is remarkable
that A0 is linked to the extra dimension Shift omponent. We'll return on this point.
Anyway, to make us sure that these formulas have a physial meaning, we have to
examine the ADM-KK and KK-ADM Lagrangian, and see if they ommute.
Following expression summarize the onversion formulas:
Ni = Si + (ek)
2φ2A0Ai
N5 = ekφ
2A0

N i = Si
N5 = ekN2A0
(43)
Si = ϑijSj (44)
3.3 Lagrangian
Conversion formulas allow us to ompute ADM-KK and KK-ADM Lagrangian in the
same set of dynamial variables, all with well-dened transformation properties under
pure spatial KK dieomorphisms.
• ϑij , tensor; Si vetor; N , salar
• A0, salar; Ai gauge-vetor
• φ salar
3.3.1 KK-ADM Lagrangian
Consider the ation of the usual KK model:
S = b
∫
d4x
√−g (φR+ 2∇µ∂µφ+ 1
4
(ek)2φ3FµνF
µν) b = − 1
16πG
Seond term in brakets is a total surfae term , so we an omit it. Now we have to make
the ADM splitting of the eletromagneti term and the urvature term. In order to do
this we simply need the ompleteness relation (6) and the projetion rules for tensors
that reads (see also 17)
T
µν
Σ3 = q
µ
ρ q
ν
σT
ρσ

T ij = ∂x
i
∂uµ
∂xj
∂uν
T
µν
Σ3
Tij =
∂uµ
∂xi
∂uν
∂xj
Tµν
(45)
Hene, the eletromagneti term is split as follows:
FµνF
µν = Fij
3F ij − 2
N2
ϑijMiMj
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where Mi = Fi0 − SiFij and 3F ij is gained from Fij via ϑij . For the urvature term we
an employ the Gauss-Codai formula (11), but now, beause of the presene of φ, we
must take into aount the term whih formerly was a surfae one.
2b
√−g φ∇ν(ηµ∇µην − ηνK)
In order to split this term we need again to use the projetion tensor, but, by the
presene of the ovariant derivative, the projetion rules is hanged; it an be shown
that the orret formula is the following: given a generi vetor Bν we have:
qµν(∇µBν) = qµνDµBν +BηK
where Dµ is the 4-D ovariant derivative ompatible with qµν that, when reast in the
3-D spatial piture, provides the 3-D ovariant derivative onstruted via ϑij , and B
η
reads Bη = Bµη
µ
. Thus, setting Bµ = ∇µφ in the above formula , after some algebra
we get our desired splitting of the extra gravitational term as follows
φ∇ν(ηµ∇µην − ηνK) = −∂η∂ηφ+ ϑijDi∂jφ+ T.S (46)
where Di is the 3-D ovariant derivatives and
∂η =
1
N
(∂0 − Si∂i)
Finally , Lagrangian takes the following expression:
KK−ADM = b
√
ϑNφ(K2 −KijKij − 3R3) + 2b
√
ϑN(Di∂
iφ− ∂η∂ηφ) +
+
b
4
√
ϑN(ek)2φ3(Fij
3F ij − 2
N2
MiM
i) (47)
• b = −1
16piG
• ∂ηφ = 1N (∂0φ− Si∂iφ)
• Mi = Fi0 − SjFij
• Kij = 12N (DiSj +DjSi − ∂0ϑij)
As we an see the term ∂η∂ηφ ontains a seond time derivative and this is due to a not
omplete spae-time splitting. To stress this we an put:
KK−ADM =˜− 2b√ϑN∂η∂ηφ (48)
with˜ impliitly dened by (47).
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3.3.2 ADM-KK Lagrangian
Now we use rst ADM splitting to gain a omplete (4 + 1) spae-time sliing. We start
from the 5-d ation and use the Gauss-Codai formula, omitting the surfae term. After
this we impose KK onditions; by the ylindriity ondition we make the dimensional
redution and nally ation takes the following form:
S = b
∫
d4xN
√
h(4K2 − 4KßJˆKßJˆ − 4R) ß, Jˆ = 1, 2, 3, 5
where hßJˆ is the 4-d spatial metris we have seen formerly.
4R and 4K are respetively
the urvature salar and the extrinsi urvature related to hßJˆ , and we need their KK
splitting. This an be ahieved via the 4-bein formalism and we will only give the results.
For the intrinsi urvature term we have :
4R = 3R− 2
φ
ϑijDi∂jφ− 1
4
(ek)2φ2Fij
3F ij i, j = 1, 2, 3 (49)
where ϑij is the 3-D spatial metris,
3R and Di are urvature salar and ovariant deriva-
tive related to ϑij and Fij is the spatial tensor onstruted with the 3-D gauge-vetor
Ai. In a same way the splitting of extrinsi urvature terms give us the following result:
4K2 − 4KßJˆ4KßJˆ = [K2 −KijKij ]−
2
φ2
Kφ∂etaφ− 1
2N2
φ2MiM
i
(50)
where Kij is the 3-D extrinsi urvature and ∂η, Mi are the same objets we have dened
in the KK-ADM proedure. Finally, we have the following expression for the Lagrangian:
ADM−KK = b
√
ϑNφ(K2 −KijKij − 3R) + 2b
√
ϑN(Di∂
iφ−K∂ηφ) +
+
b
4
√
ϑN(ek)2φ3(Fij
3F ij − 2
N2
MiM
i) (51)
It is worth noting that we have only a term ontaining a time derivative of the salar
eld. We an rewrite the Lagrangian as follows:
ADM−KK =˜− 2b√ϑNK∂ηφ (52)
By omparison with the KK-ADM Lagrangian we an see how the term˜is the same in
both proedures. Thus, let us examine the remaining terms with time derivatives of φ.
Let us rewrite the terms that give a dierene in the two Lagrangian:
• ADM-KK −2b√ϑNK∂ηφ
• KK-ADM −2b√ϑN∂η∂ηφ
Now we will show how these terms are equivalent apart from a total surfae term. For
a generi matrix M(x) and its inverse we have the identity
Tr[M−1(x)∂iM(x)] = ∂i[ln(detM(x))] (53)
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By (53) we an express K in a useful form;
K = ϑij
ijKij =
ϑij
2N
(DiSj +DjSi − ∂ϑij)
=
1
N
DiS
i − 1
2N
ϑij∂0ϑij
=
1
N
DiS
i − 1
N
1√
ϑ
∂0
√
ϑ (54)
and, by (54), we an rewrite the ADM-KK term as follows:
• ADM-KK N√ϑK∂ηφ =
√
ϑ (DiS
i)(∂ηφ)− (∂o
√
ϑ)(∂ηφ)
Now let us turn our attention to KK-ADM term
N
√
ϑ ∂η∂ηφ =
√
ϑ∂0∂ηφ−
√
ϑSi∂i∂ηφ (55)
For the rst term we have:
√
ϑ∂0∂ηφ = ∂o(
√
ϑ∂ηφ)− (∂0
√
ϑ)(∂ηφ) (56)
so we an observe how a surfae term appears, by the presene of a total time derivative.
For the seond term, observing that we have ∂ηφ = η
µ∂µφ and so Di∂ηφ = ∂i∂ηφ we
have: √
ϑSi∂i∂ηφ =
√
ϑDi(S
i∂ηφ)−
√
ϑ(DiS
i)(∂ηφ (57)
First term of the seond member is a surfae term, too, for Gauss theorem in urved
spae. Hene we have:
• KK-ADM N√ϑ ∂η∂ηφ =
√
ϑ (DiS
i)(∂ηφ)− (∂o
√
ϑ)(∂ηφ) + T.S
It follows that, apart from surfae term, the two Lagrangians are equivalent, so that
ADM-KK and KK-ADM proedures lead to the same dynamis. Hene , both proedures
will lead to the same Hamiltonian. Moreover this provides a physial meaning for the
onversion formulas.
3.3.3 Hamiltoniam formulation
Starting from Lagrangian we have provided , by Legendre's transformation, we an
obtain the Hamiltonian for the KK 5-D model. It results that the onjugates momenta
of N, Si and A0 are identially zero and the real dynamis is arried out by the spatial
metris ϑij , as in the 4-d ase, and by Ai and φ. The Hamiltonian funtion reads :
H = NHN + SiH i + A0H0 (58)
where we have:
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HN = b
√
ϑφR− 2b
√
ϑDi∂iφ− 1
2b
√
ϑφ
TijklΣ
ijΣkl − 1
6b
√
ϑ
π2φφ+
+
1
3b
√
ϑ
πφΣ
ijϑij − 1
4
b
√
ϑ(ek)2φ3FijF
ij − 2
b
√
ϑ(ek)2φ3
πiπjϑij (59)
H i = −2DjΣij + πφ∂iφ− πjF ij (60)
H0 = −Diπi (61)
where Σij , πi, πφ are respetively the onjugates momenta to ϑij , Ai, φ and Tijkl is dened
as follows:
Tijkl = (−2
3
ϑijϑkl + ϑikϑjl + ϑilϑjk)
As we have seen in the 4-D ase, N, Si, A0 are not true dynamial variables but they play
the role of Lagrange's multipliers, providing the following onstraints for the dynamis:
Hn ≡ H i ≡ H0 ≡ 0
These onstraints an be used instead of the omplete equations for the study of the
dynamis. Really, a remarkable feature of this Hamiltonian is given by the relation
we have seen between A0 and N5. In fat, before the symmetry breaking due to KK
onditions, we have a Lagrangian and an Hamiltonian analogues the those of the 4-
d theory, exept for the dimension and the number of Shift funtions that provides
onstraint for the dynamis, due to the dieomorphism invariane. After the symmetry
breaking we have the eletromagnetism oupling and the presene of the onstraint
related to A0, due to gauge-invariane. So, the relation between A0 and N5 shows
how the eletromagneti onstraint arises as a partiular ase of the dieomorphism
invariane. Moreover this mean that the hamiltonian formalism we have developed
holds at the same way before and after the symmetry breaking and an itself take into
aount the alteration provided by the KK onditions.
4 The role of the ylindriity hypothesis
One proved the onsisteny of the ADM reformulation of KK model, we now want to
see in more details the role of the ylindriity hypothesis. In this task we'll use the
so-alled "spae-ambient embedding " piture of a urved manifold; so now we review
briey the main features of this tehnique. Consider a Minkowskian vetorial spae,
Vn+1, n+ 1-dimensional and its anonial basis of orthonormal vetors provided by the
set {−→n i};
• {−→n i} i=0,1,...,n
• −→n i · −→n j = ηij
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where ηij is the Minkowsky matrix. In the following we will refer to Vn+1 as the "Spae-
Ambient". A generi manifold Mn, n-dimensional and C∞, embedded in the Spae-
Ambient an be desribed by a parameterization suh as
−→
Y =
−→
Y (uα) = Y i(uα−→n i
where
−→
Y belongs to Vn+1 and the n parameters uα(α = 0, 1, ..., n − 1) dene loal
oordinates on the manifold. For an assigned parameterization the hyperplane tangent
on the manifold is dened , point by point, through the n tangent vetors
−→
f α =
∂
−→
Y
∂uα
=
∂Y i
∂uα
−→n i
We simply say that a vetor belonging toMn is a vetor belonging to suh a hyperplane.
In this way we an employ the usual vetorial representation and have a loal basis for
the manifold. Hene, for a manifold vetor we have two possible representations:
• −→V = V α−→f α
• −→V = V i−→n i
where V i = V α ∂Y
i
∂uα
It an be shown that the omponents V α are ontrovariant for
a hange of the parameterization (that is the same of a oordinates transformation).
Moreover, we an dene the omponents of the metri tensor of the manifold as the
salar produts of loal basis vetors
gαβ =
−→
f α · −→f β (62)
The ovariant omponent of a vetor an also be dened in terms of salar produt and
we have
Vα = gαβV
β =
−→
V · −→f α (63)
Within this piture we an easily rebuild all the typial relationships of general relativity
like ovariant derivation rules and so on. The most relevant advantage we take of this
piture is that it allows us to keep a vetorial representation also in urved spae. Hene,
let's onsider now a 5-d manifold, embedded in a 6-D Minkowskian spae-ambient, with
a set of ve basis vetors {−→f µ,−→f 5}.
In the ADM-KK proedure we perform a omplete spae-time sliing providing four
spae-like vetors and a normal time-like one, plus a time deformation vetors:
−→
f 0 = N
−→η +Ni−→f i +N5−→f 5−→η · −→f i ≡ 0−→η · −→f 5 ≡ 0
(64)
In the KK-ADM proedure we rst perform KK redution; hene, aording to (62),
the basis vetors must satisfy the following relations:
−→
f 5 · −→f 5 = −φ2
−→
f 5 · −→f µ = −(ek)φ2Aµ
−→
f µ · −→f ν = gµν − (ek)2φ2AµAν
(65)
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Moreover, aording to KK allowable dieomorphisms, we have the following transfor-
mation rule: 
−→
f 5
′
=
−→
f 5
−→
f µ
′
=
−→
f µ
∂xµ
∂xµ′
+ dψ
∂xµ′
(66)
At this point, in KK-ADM proedure we have to perform the splitting of the 4-D spae-
time starting by the four vetor
−→
f µ and dening a new set of three spae-like vetors
and its normal time-like one;
{−→f µ} → {−→e i,−→η }{ −→e 0 = N−→η + Si−→e i−→η · −→e i ≡ 0 (67)
In this ase we have in general
−→
f 5
−→η 6= 0. So, at a rst glane, in our proedures we
have two dierent relations of orthogonality between
−→η and −→f 5; these onditions are
salar, and, furthermore, as we see in the rst of (66), f5 sets a preferred diretion in
spae, as a diret onsequene of the ylindriity hypothesis. Finally we have also two
dierent denitions of the time deformation vetors that ould lead to dierent time
variables and time derivatives. Thus, the spae-ambient piture shows in a striking way
the problems that made us doubt about the onsisteny of ADM reformulation. But if
we ontinue our analysis we an see that in the KK-ADM proedure, as we presented it
at this point, the ADM splitting is not well dened: we turn our attention to
−→e i;
−→e i = eµi−→f µ
As we an see by transformation rules (66) a hange in the loal oordinates also hange
the basis vetor , beause of the presene of the gauge-terms. In order to have onsisteny
we annot do the splitting by starting from the vetors
−→
f µ. Consider now the third
equation of the (65); we dene two new sets of vetors satisfying the following relations:.
• −→f µ = −→u µ +−→a µ
• −→u µ · −→a ν ≡ 0
• −→u µ · −→u ν = gµν
• −→a µ · −→a ν = −φ2AµAν
These denitions still agree with the third equation of (65) but now the vetors
−→u µ
doesn't have gauge-omponents. By this re-denition for
−→
f µ, onsider now the seond
of (65). We an assume as true the ondition
−→
f 5 · −→u µ ≡ 0 (68)
Indeed, if this ondition were not true we would have a pure vetorial term that, really, is
not present in our equation. The set {−→u µ} denes moreover the real spae-time metris
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so that it is orret to do with this set the ADM splitting. If we dene
−→η from this set we
have, by (68) the ondition
−→η ·−→f 5 ≡ 0. Hene, while the ylindriity onditions sets the
existene of a preferred diretion, is the ylindriity itself that always sets
−→
f 5 · −→η = 0.
Moreover, as a nal remark, let's examine the time deformation vetor and the time
derivative that arise from it in both proedure; we have:
• ADM-KK −→f 0 = N−→η +Ni−→f i +N5−→f 5 ⇒ ∂0 = N∂η +N i∂i +N5∂5
• KK-ADM −→e 0 = N−→η + Si−→e i ⇒ ∂0 = N∂η + Si∂i
As we an see, reminding that from onversion formulas we have N i = Si and observing
that from ylindriity ∂5 has no eet , we have the equivalene of the two denitions.
5 Final remarks
Now let us summarize the results of this paper. The main part of our work was devoted to
hek the onsisteny of the ADM reformulation of the KK model or, at the same way, as
we've seen, to hek the ommutation of KK redution with the ADM proedure. We've
stressed the hypotheses on whih they are onstruted and that the physis underlying
this two splitting is of dierent kind ; and we've disuss how this ould make us doubt
about the ommutation of the two proedures. So we've studied in details the metris
and the relative dynamis resulting in both ase (ADM-KK and KK-ADM); we have
stritly shown how it's possible to provide onversion formulas that make the metris to
be the same and lead to an equivalent dynamis. Lagrangians are the same apart from
surfae term and both an be reast in the same set of variables; more important, we an
always hoose the set in whih appears the time omponent of the gauge eld. Indeed, as
result from the onversion formulas the time omponent of the gauge eld is proportional
to the fth Shift funtion; moreover this ondition is suient, by the general properties
of Shift funtions, to onlude that A0 will orretly appear as a lagrange multipliers in
the Hamiltonian. At this point we are able to take two onlusions.
First, the proof of the ommutation and the above results about the time omponent
of the gauge eld, are a positive hek for the self-onsisteny of the KK model ; in
this perspetive we've also seen the role of the ylindriity ondition . Indeed this result
shows in more detail how the gauge invariane arises from the dieomorphism invariane;
in fat, although we have a symmetry breaking provided by KK redution, we still keep
having as many onstraints as the number of spatial dimensions; we have a hange
in the physial meaning of the onstraint that arises from the extra dimension: from a
geometri invariane to a gauge one. This enfores the idea that KK model is not simply
an artie but has a real physial meaning.
Seond, these results are also a hek for the utility of the hamiltonian formulation. In
fat, let's gure a point in the time, during the evolution of the 5-D universe , in whih
h KK symmetry breaking happens. In order to desribe physis at quantum sale (or at
least to attempt to do it) we need the hamiltonian formulation; before of this point the
hamiltonina formulation is arried out with the 4 + 1 splitting and no way KK splitting
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is admitted; the last one an hold only after symmetry breaking, so this leads us to the
ADM-KK proedure whih , as we've seen laks the time omponent of the gauge eld.
But, via the onversion formulas that start to hold after symmetry breaking, we an
reast dynami variables in a suitable set ontaining the A0 omponent. Hene we an
say that the Hamiltonian holds at every time, is well-dened in a unique way and is able
to take into aount the hanges due to the symmetry breaking. This kind of result has
to be viewed as a rst step in the study of the quantum properties of the model. This
analysis, whih we purpose to do proseuting this work, an be viewed both in the spirit
of the usual anonial quantization and in the path of the Ashtekar reformulation and
loop quantum gravity.
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